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Course Brochure
Unit of Competency TLID10002A Shift a load using manuallyoperated equipment.
Who is the course designed for?
Generally, this course is usually offered for persons wishing to learn the skills and knowledge
required to shift loads using manually operated equipment, including pallet jacks, trolleys etc. This
unit involves the skills and knowledge required to shift loads using manually-operated mechanical
equipment. It includes assessing the risks associated with relocating the load, planning the
relocation process, carrying out the relocation with the aid of the equipment in accordance with the
plan, and refurbishing equipment and worksite. Licensing, legislative, regulatory or certification
requirements are applicable to this unit.
This course is designed for participants in various retail, wholesale, warehousing construction,
farming etc.
The course provides a pathway leading onto various qualifications within the Transport and
Logistics training package(TLI10).
What does the course offer?
The program has been organised to provide students with general skills, background information
and specific knowledge about operating a forklift, which is then applied in discussion, questioning,
role-plays and practical application for the industry specific unit.
The program is delivered on-the-job at the client’s premises. Training delivery combines face-toface trainer led theory classes and practical sessions involving small group and individual activities
including peer critical evaluation scenarios, questioning, role-plays and simulations.
Candidates are provided with a training manual that covers all parts of the course. Additional
material will be made available during training sessions if required.
How are students assessed?
Students are assessed using a combination of observation, questioning, demonstration and written
work.

Checklist for clients prior to assessments

□
□
□
□
□

Availability of manually operated equipment such as pallet jack or trolleys.
Availability of suitable materials to be shifted (materials used in the course of work).
You have suitable loads of various shape, size and weight.
Suitable communication equipment/methods.
Access and availability of relevant company procedures.
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□

PPE appropriate to your work site (or if at the training centre long sleeve shirt, pants
and your work boots) must be brought to the assessment.
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